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Abstract Sustainability is a keyword commonly used by

researchers and practitioners globally. However, even

defining the goals of sustainability is fraught with diffi-

culties and hence attaining it is nearly impossible. Since

sustainability is a property of the entire system, engineering

sustainability requires the boundaries of the system greatly

expanded. The thinking of sustainability also brings in

larger time scales. In this article, I present a perspective on

journey toward sustainability using systems analysis ap-

proaches from various disciplines.

Keywords Sustainability � Industrial ecology � Green
engineering � Systems analysis approach � Uncertainties �
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Introduction

The most widely accepted definition of sustainability or

sustainable development is attributed to the World Com-

mission on Environment and Development (WCED 1987).

The Commission stated in its final report that ‘‘Sustainable

development is development that meets the needs of the

present without compromising the ability of future gen-

erations to meet their own needs’’, This definition clearly

defines sustainability in larger time scale by alluding to fu-

ture (Cabezas 2013). Engineers are good at decision making

when they can model the phenomenon correctly. However,

sustainability which starts at green manufacturing involves

starting decision making at early stages of design and

considering objectives that are not well quantified. This in-

volves multi-criteria decision making in the face of uncer-

tainties. Industrial ecology deals with complex industrial

networks and dynamic decision making. Sustainability goes

beyond industrial ecology where the system boundaries

extend to our planet and long-term impacts need to be

considered. Dynamic decision making and adaptive man-

agement are needed to address the complete problem of

sustainability. Systems analysis approaches can provide

tools for addressing these problems. However, there are

challenges in applying current approaches to sustainable

system analysis. Forecasting is an important part of decision

making for sustainability as future is important. Given that

future brings in large number of uncertainties. Addressing

uncertainties in both quantitative and qualitative forms is

important in decision making. These uncertainties could be

static or dynamic. It should also be remembered that sus-

tainability is a path, and sustainable decision making in-

volves finding this path through time. There are no absolutes

in sustainability, it is always relative (Sikdar 2014). In this

perspective, I present first the problem of sustainability

starting with sustainable manufacturing as extending

boundaries of traditional decision making followed by sys-

tems analysis approaches and challenges to solve this

problem. Summary of the paper is presented last.

Extending boundaries

The Burndland commission definition of sustainability

originated from the concerns that current trend in popula-

tion and economic developments is not sustainable. Couple

with adverse environmental impacts like global climate

change, degradation of air, water, and land; depletion of

natural resources, including fresh water minerals; loss of
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agricultural land due to deforestation, soil erosion, and

urbanization are threating the ecosystem (Bakshi and Fik-

sel 2003). To make the planet sustainable, the efforts

should be made at all levels of ecosystem. At the industrial

level, green engineering means green processes, green

products, green energy, and eco-friendly management. In

chemical industry, green engineering starts with green

process design. Initially, when the environmental move-

ment started researchers started including environmental

and energy impacts as constraints to the problem of prof-

itability maximization. This is apparent from the papers

published in 1995 AIChE symposium series on pollution

prevention through process and product modification

(AIChE 1995). Slowly, realization downed that green

engineering means reducing environmental impacts and

not just satisfying constraints derived from current

regulations. For a recent review of green process design,

please refer to Diwekar and Shastri (2011).

Figure 1 shows the integrated framework for green pro-

cess design developed (Diwekar 2003) to include the green

engineering principles at all stages. Unlike the traditional

process design where engineers are looking for low-cost

options, environmental considerations include various ob-

jectives like the long-term and short-term environmental

impacts. As time progressed, the number of impacts

increases from 8 impact categories of WAR algorithm

(Cabezas et al. 1997) to 66 impact categories in GREEN-

SCOPE (Gaging Reaction Effectiveness for the Environ-

mental Sustainability of Chemistries with a multi-Objective

Process Evaluator) (Smith and Ruiz-Mercado 2014). It is

important to note that as we extend our objectives from

profitability to include all types of impacts significant

uncertainties exist in calculations of these impacts. Further,

intelligent multi-objective optimization methods are neces-

sary to handle large number of objectives that are involved in

such problems (Fu and Diwekar 2004; Čuček et al. 2013).

Figure 1 also shows that green engineering involves starting

as early as possible in design so extending the traditional

boundaries of process and plant design to include early de-

cisions like material selections, the models and data avail-

able for the analysis is fraught with uncertainties. Therefore,

to address sustainability at the plant level, we need to use

multi-objective methods in the face of uncertainties. Process

integration methods play a crucial role in green engineering

as it defines better options for energy and mass integration

(El-Halwagi 2011). Life cycle considerations and commer-

cial afterlife are also included in this decision making

(Bakshi and Fiksel 2003; Bare 2014). These bring in other

impacts extending the boundary of the design further. Ob-

viously, uncertainties increase as we extend the framework.

Fig. 1 Integrated framework

for green process design

(Diwekar 2003)
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Green engineering also involves eco-friendly manage-

ment which means sustainable manufacturing practices. In

the modern world, business sustainability is often defined

as three legged stool where the three legs are environ-

mental sustainability, social sustainability, and economic

sustainability (Beloff 2013). Again, the data available for

evaluating impacts for these three legs is not exact and is

available in fuzzy terms (Singh et al. 2014).

Recently, Sikdar defined sustainability as Micro-, Meso-

, and Macro-scale sustainability (Sikdar 2014). At the

green design, green products, and green management level,

we are talking about micro-level sustainability. However,

sustainability is a property of the entire planet so it requires

boundaries of the design to be greatly expanded beyond

green design, green products, and green management to

industrial ecology to the ecosystem of entire planet (Fig. 2)

(Diwekar and Shastri 2010). At the ecosystem level, it is

macro-scale sustainability.

The next step toward sustainability in Fig. 2 is indus-

trial ecology. Industrial ecology is the study of the flows

of materials and energy in industrial and consumer ac-

tivities, of the effects of these flows on the environment,

and of the influences of economic, political, regulatory,

and social factors on the use, transformation, and dispo-

sition of resources (White 1994). Industrial ecology ap-

plies the principles of material and energy balance,

traditionally used by scientists and engineers to analyze

well-defined ecological systems or industrial unit op-

erations, to more complex systems involving natural and

human interaction. These systems can involve activities

and resource utilization over scales ranging from single

industrial plants to entire sectors, regions or economies. In

so doing, the laws of conservation must consider a wide

range of interacting economic, social, and environmental

indicators. Industrial ecology addresses meso-scale sus-

tainability. Figure 3 represents a conceptual framework

for industrial ecology applied at different scales of spatial

and economic organization, evaluating alternative man-

agement options using different types of information,

tools for analysis, and criteria for performance evaluation.

As one moves from the small scale of a single unit op-

eration or industrial production plant to the larger scales

of an integrated industrial park, community, firm, or

sector, the available management options expand from

simple changes in process operation and inputs to more

complex resource management strategies, including inte-

grated waste recycling and reuse options. The information

changes from quantitative to order of magnitude to

qualitative and uncertainties increase. Special focus has

been placed on implementing the latter via industrial

symbiosis, for example, through the pioneering work of

integrating several industrial and municipal facilities in

Kalundborg, Denmark (Ehrenfeld and Gertler 1997).

Business case of sustainability (Beloff 2013) often de-

scribes the triple bottom line approach, namely economic

performance, environmental performance, and social per-

formance of industry. However, industrial ecology advo-

cates going beyond this triple bottom line. Industrial

networks comprise any number of organizations that are

linked to each other through the exchange of resources. A

systems approach is a necessary prerequisite to understand

interaction between organizations and its consequences

for the socio-economic and biophysical system in which

organizations function. The industrial networks, both

function and structure, are influenced by competition and

cooperation between organizations trying to maintain or

improve their position within the network (Petrie et al.

2013). It is this dynamic behavior which makes industrial

networks inherently uncertain.

Sustainability goes beyond industrial ecology where the

natural boundary for sustainability science is the entire

planet earth. Earth can be considered as closed system,

again at least on the time scale of human history. The

difficulty is that at the planetary scale when ecosystems,

societies, and economies are considered, the system be-

comes very large and very complex. Uncertainties become

time dependent and decision forecasting is essential in

order to study the sustainability of the planet. Cabezas

(2013) defines this macro-scale sustainability as a path or

system trajectory moving in various dimensions of ecol-

ogy, society, time, economy, and energy. This is depicted

conceptually in Fig. 4.

In summary, in order to achieve sustainability, green

engineering principles need to be followed at plant level

which extends the traditional boundary of design. Multi-

objective analysis approaches which take into consideration
Fig. 2 From green design to industrial ecology to sustainability

(Diwekar and Shastri 2010)
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uncertainties are necessary at this stage. However, sus-

tainability considerations are not restricted to plant level

but one has to consider large-scale industrial networks and

society in general. The problem becomes complex and

dynamic decision making enters in picture. Since

sustainability involves our planet Earth and our ability to

save the planet for future generations, systems analysis

approach which involves dynamic decision making, fore-

casting, and considerations of time-dependent uncertainties

is necessary. The following section describes some of these

approaches and challenges.

Systems analysis approach to sustainability

and engineering challenges

The systems analysis approach to sustainability involves

sustainable decision making at all levels of systems. This

particularly involves providing attention to the multi-ob-

jective nature of the problem and uncertainties, decision

forecasting, and need for including adaptive learning in-

stead of prescriptive decision making. The difficult part of

this kind of decision making is dealing with uncertainties.

The following section addresses uncertainties in these

systems. This section is followed by a section on decision

making under uncertainty.

Fig. 3 Industrial ecology

sources of information &

evaluation criteria

Time
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Fig. 4 Sustainability as a path (Cabezas 2013)
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Modeling uncertainties

Uncertainties can be modeled using four types of ap-

proaches, namely probability distributions, fuzzy set the-

ory, mental models, and stochastic processes.

Probability distributions

At the plant level, green engineering demands starting

green thinking at very early stages of design. The data and

models at early stages are not well developed and hence

involve significant uncertainties. Similarly, models for

impact assessment are not accurate. In general, these

uncertainties can be characterized as scalar uncertainties.

These uncertainties can be characterized and quantified in

terms of probabilistic distributions. The type of distribution

chosen for an uncertain variable reflects the amount of

information that is available. For example, the uniform and

log-uniform distributions represent an equal likelihood of a

value lying anywhere within a specified range, on either a

linear or logarithmic scale, respectively. Further, a normal

(Gaussian) distribution reflects a symmetric but varying

probability of a parameter value being above or below the

mean value. In contrast, lognormal and some triangular

distributions are skewed such that there is a higher prob-

ability of values lying on one side of the median than the

other. A beta distribution provides a wide range of shapes

and is a very flexible means of representing variability over

a fixed range. Modified forms of these distributions, uni-

form* and log-uniform*, allow several intervals of the

range to be distinguished. Finally, in some special cases,

user-specified distributions can be used to represent any

arbitrary characterization of uncertainty, including chance

distribution (i.e., fixed probabilities of discrete values)

(Diwekar 2008). Once the uncertainties are modeled as

probabilistic distributions, sampling methods (Diwekar and

Ulas 2007) can then be used to generate various scenarios

for analysis.

Figure 5 shows the uncertainty distribution data ob-

tained by expert elicitation and WAR algorithm for human

toxicity potential by ingestion for Toluene. These distri-

butions affect the green designs considerably as shown by

Fu et al. (2000). Figure 6 shows the probability distribution

of global mean surface temperature change of our planet

(IPCC 2007).

Fuzzy set theory

In sustainability studies, the assessment indices have a lot

of ambiguity and many indices are characterized using

linguistic descriptions like weak and strong (Vinodh 2011;

Singh et al. 2014). Fuzzy set theory can provide a way

around these problems. In classical set theory, the

membership of elements in a set either belongs or does not

belong to the set. By contrast, fuzzy set allows the gradual

assessment of the membership of elements in a set. This is

defined by a membership function in a real interval (0, 1). It

is recommended to use triangular or (and) trapezoidal

membership functions for sustainability indicators. For

example, Fig. 7 shows the trapezoidal membership func-

tion X. The membership function represents a fuzzy set A

(usually denoted by lA). For an element x of X, lA (x) is

called the membership degree of x in the fuzzy set A.

Mental models

Petrie et al. (2013) argue that probabilistic representation

uncertainty in the form of distributions does not take into

consideration qualitative nature of uncertainties and irra-

tional behavior of organization. He proposed an approach

based on agent-based modeling where uncertainties can be

modeled using ‘mental models’ particularly for complex

industrial networks. This methodology is less dependent on

data and less sensitive to initial conditions.

Mental models have two components, namely a cogni-

tive side and an ecological side (Gigerenzer and Goldstein

2000). These two components are independent. An orga-

nization can operate in a fairly open environment and

represent this environment accordingly, using socially de-

termined characteristics, such as social norms and values.

Contrarily, an organization can simultaneously be in a

situation where it views the consequences of its choices as

certain. Petrie et al. (2013) argue that, by systematically

exploring these two different extremes of mental models

and how they deal with uncertainty, it is possible to de-

velop a set of scenarios that can create a richer under-

standing of industrial network evolutions.

Stochastic processes for dynamic uncertainties

As stated earlier, at industrial ecology and ecosystem level,

the issue of uncertainties becomes complex as (1) the

uncertainty in measuring the state of the system at a point

in time so a projection can be initialized, (2) the impossi-

bility of developing a complete list of variables for com-

plex natural systems, e.g., ecosystems and economies, and

(3) the impossibility of modeling, representing, or under-

standing all of the relationships that exist between the

variables of complex natural systems (Petrie et al. 2013).

Dynamic uncertainties to some extend can be modeled

using ‘mental models’. However, in order to model and

forecast uncertainties, a stochastic process representation

needs to be considered. This is described below.

Ito process representation Diwekar and co-workers stat-

ed that since dynamic uncertainties are widely encountered
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in finance, the approach taken in finance in modeling dy-

namic uncertainties can be used for dynamic uncertainties

encountered in sustainability. They propose Ito processes

(Diwekar 2008) (a type of stochastic process) to be used for

modeling dynamic uncertainties. Dynamic uncertainties in

general result in stochastic dynamic models which require

stochastic calculus for simulation and optimization. Ito

(1951, 1974) developed Ito calculus to solve the stochastic

differential equations resulting from inclusion of Ito pro-

cesses. Ito processes have ability to forecast future uncer-

tainties from the past data.

Ito processes are a large class of continuous time

stochastic processes. One of the simplest examples of a

stochastic process is the random walk process. The Wiener

process, also called a Brownian motion, is a continuous

limit of the random walk and serves as a building block for

Ito processes, through the use of proper transformations.

The general equation of an Ito process is given below:

dx ¼ aðx; tÞdt þ bðx; tÞdz ð1Þ

Fig. 5 Probability distribution

function for potential

environmental impact derived

from the WAR algorithm (Fu

et al. 2000)

Fig. 6 Probability density function of global mean temperature

change for our planet (IPCC 2007)

Fig. 7 Example of fuzzy set A
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In this equation, dz is the increment of a Wiener process,

and a(x, t) and b(x, t) are known functions. There are dif-

ferent forms of a(x, t) and b(x, t) for various Ito processes.

In this equation, dz can be expressed by dz ¼ et
ffiffiffiffi

dt
p

, where

et is a random number drawn from a unit normal

distribution.

The simplest generalization of Eq. 1 is the equation for

Brownian motion with drift given by

dx ¼ adt þ rdz; ð2Þ

where a is called the drift parameter, and r is the variance

parameter.

Other examples of Ito processes are the geometric

Brownian motion with drift given below in Eq. 3 and the

geometric mean reverting process given in Eq. 4.

dx ¼ axdt þ rxdz ð3Þ
dx ¼ gð�x� xÞdt þ rdz; ð4Þ

where g is the speed of reversion and �x is the nominal level

that x reverts to. In geometric Brownian motion, the per-

centage changes in x and Dx/x are normally distributed

(absolute changes are lognormally distributed). In mean

reverting processes, the variable may fluctuate randomly in

the short run, but in the longer run it will be drawn back

toward the marginal value of the variable. In the simple

mean reverting process, the expected change in x depends

on the difference between x and �x. If x is greater (less) than
�x, it is more likely to fall (rise) in the next short interval of

time.

Figure 8 shows the mortality rate, a commonly used

parameter in dynamic sustainability models for our planet

modeled as geometric mean reverting process using data

from 1959 to 1990 (Diwekar 2005). The forecast from this

Ito process from 1990 to 1999 is then compared to actual

data as shown in Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the temperature

and precipitation data for our planet plotted using the time

series data at various times using various climate models

(IPCC 2007). This type of time-dependent uncertainty can

be modeled using Brownian motion or geometric Brownian

motion.

Ito process fitting depends upon availability of data and

correctly assigning the proper Ito process. Further, it should

be noted that Ito calculus can be very arduous and chal-

lenging task.

Decision making under uncertainty

The effect of uncertainty in decision making has been ar-

ticulated around the question of whether the entity behaves

as rational optimizers, or whether seemingly irrational

behavior exists. Rational behavior is generally based on

powerful analytical and data processing apparatus. Opti-

mization methods in the face of uncertainties fall under this

category. On the other hand, simplifying strategies like use

of routines, heuristics, social relationships, and social

norms all play an important role in strategic decision

making. Decision analysis tools and Agent-based modeling

can include these simplifying strategies. The optimization

approach, decision analysis approach, and agent-based

scenario analysis approach are discussed below.

Optimization approach

Optimization has been a valuable tool in designing and

operating plants. In sustainable manufacturing, environ-

mental and societal considerations are included not merely

as constraints, but are part of the objective function. Thus,

it is a multi-objective optimization problem. In order to

include decisions starting from discovery stage and include

various objectives at the other end, an optimization

framework which includes discrete decision making for

decisions like selection of material, selection of equipment,

Fig. 8 Ito process

representation for mortality rate

(Diwekar 2005)
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and continuous decisions like material flow needs to be

considered. A framework presented by Diwekar and co-

workers (Diwekar 2003) is shown in Fig. 10 and is de-

scribed below.

Level 1 is the inner most level and corresponds to var-

ious models like material and energy balances, equipment

design equations, and models for impact assessments.

Obviously, these models come from various disciplines

like engineering, ecology, economics, social sciences, and

policy analysis. The multi-disciplinary multi-scale nature

of the modeling poses number of challenges.

Level 2, Sampling loop: The diverse nature of uncer-

tainty, such as estimation errors and process variations, can

be specified in terms of probability distributions. Once

probability distributions are assigned to the uncertain pa-

rameters, the next step is to perform a sampling operation

from the multi-variable uncertain parameter domain.

Sampling is a major bottleneck in the computational effi-

ciency of the stochastic programming (optimization under

uncertainty) problems. One of the most widely used tech-

niques for sampling from a probability distribution is the

Monte Carlo sampling technique. Latin hypercube sam-

pling (McKay et al. 1979; Iman and Conover 1982) is one

form of stratified sampling that can yield more precise

estimates of the distribution functions than Monte Carlo.

However, the main drawback of this stratification scheme

is that it is uniform in one dimension and does not provide

uniformity properties in k-dimensions. Efficient sampling

techniques (Hammersley sequence sampling and Latin

Hypercube Hammersley Sampling) based on Hammersley

points have been proposed by the Diwekar and co-workers

(Kalagnanam and Diwekar 1997; Wang et al. 2004) use

optimal design schemes for placing the n points on a

k-dimensional hypercube. These schemes ensure that the

sample set is more representative of the population,

showing uniformity properties in multi-dimensions, unlike

Monte Carlo, Latin hypercube and its variant, the Median

Latin hypercube sampling technique. It has been found that

Fig. 9 Temperature and precipitation data for our planet (IPCC 2007)
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the HSS and LHHS techniques are an order of magnitude

faster than LHS and Monte Carlo techniques and hence

they are the preferred techniques for uncertainty analysis,

as well as optimization under uncertainty.

Level 3, Continuous optimizer: This step involves de-

cisions regarding design and operating conditions of the

plant. The computational efficiency of the stochastic opti-

mization framework can be improved further based on the

specialized structure of the problem.

Traditional SNLP methods rely on improving the

probabilistic objective function by repeated evaluation for

each sample for every iteration; BONUS, instead of run-

ning the model for given samples in every iteration, uses

the concept of reweighting (similar to Bayesian updating)

to obtain the probabilistic information about objective

function, constraints, and derivatives needed for nonlinear

programming optimization algorithm. This method is

suitable for large-scale problems like the sustainable

manufacturing problem we are dealing with. For details,

please refer to (Diwekar and David 2014).

Level 4, Discrete optimizer: Discrete decisions like se-

lection of material, selection of equipments, and their order

are decided at this level. There are a number of approaches

for discrete optimization. Traditional Mixed-Integer

NonLinear Programming (MINLP) methods use open

equation system. For global optimization and black box

models, probabilistic methods like simulated annealing,

genetic algorithm, and colony optimization can be used.

For details of these methods, please refer to Diwekar

(2008).

Level 5, Multi-objective Optimization: It is well known

that mathematics cannot isolate a unique optimum when

there are multiple competing objectives. Mathematics can

at most aid designers to eliminate design alternatives

dominated by others, leaving a number of alternatives in

what is called the Pareto set. For each of these decisions, it

is impossible to improve one objective without sacrificing

the value of another relative to some other alternative in the

set. It is then the decision maker who decides which so-

lutions of the Pareto set to be considered. There are two

types of generating methods available for this, namely the

weighting method and the constraint method. In weighting

method, a single objective is formed by weighting various

objective function, and optimization problem is solved

using sets of different weights to obtain Pareto surface. In

constraint method, the basic strategy is also to transform

the multi-objective optimization problem into a series of

single objective optimization problems. The idea is to pick

one of the objectives to minimize (say Zl), while each of

the others (Zi, i = 1,…, k, i = l) is turned into an

inequality constraint with parametric right-hand sides (ei,
i = 1,…,k, i = l). Solving repeatedly for different values

of ei,…,el-1, _l?1,…,ek leads to the Pareto set. Alternative

to generating method is goal programming method, which

sets goals for different objective, and a single solution is

then obtained (Fu and Diwekar 2004). The challenge in

sustainability is to define the proper objectives for this

framework.

Although this framework is useful for obtaining greener

designs and operating conditions at the plant level, as stated

earlier for industrial ecology and ecosystem sustainability,

we need to consider time-dependent uncertainties and time-

dependent decisions. Diwekar and co-workers modified the

Fig. 10 Optimization framework for sustainable manufacturing (Di-

wekar 2003)

Fig. 11 Optimization framework for sustainability (Diwekar and

Shastri 2010)
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framework shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows this new

framework (Diwekar and Shastri 2010). In this framework,

time-dependent decisions and time-dependent uncertainties

are handled by optimal control and stochastic optimal

control methods (Diwekar 2008).

Recently, we studied mercury pollution in Savanna

Water Shed in Georgia (Diwekar and Shastri 2010). In

order to mitigate effects of mercury affecting water bodies,

pH control of water bodies using liming is proposed.

Mercury is harmful in the form of Methyl Mercury. Methyl

mercury formation is enhanced if the water is acidic, hence

use of pH control. However, given that natural systems like

water bodies show natural variability in pH which changes

with time. This phenomenon can be captured by an Ito

process based on past data. We used this data to propose a

time-dependent liming strategy for a lake. Figure 12 shows

this optimal control strategy for the lake. It can be seen that

water is really acidic when no pH control is used and can

only be controlled when stochastic optimal control is used.

Again it should be remembered that we will be dealing

with large-scale complex systems for sustainability analy-

sis and solutions. Therefore, any efficiency improvement in

any level of these frameworks presented in Figs. 10 and 11

will be of tremendous use.

Figure 13 shows one such complex system. It is an in-

tegrated ecological–economic model for sustainability

study of our planet (described briefly in Fig. 13) (Kotecha

Fig. 12 Lake pH versus time (controlled and uncontrolled) (Diwekar and Shastri 2010)

Fig. 13 Compartment of the economic–ecological model.7 This

figure depicts the compartment model that compromise plants (Pi)

which are the primary producers, herbivores (Hi), carnivores (Ci),

humans households (HH), a resource pool and inaccessible resource

pool (RP, IRP). The arrows represent the mass flows from one

compartment (origination) to another compartment (termination), and

all living compartments have an implied flow back to the resource

pool that represents death. (IS) is the industrial sector, whereas (EP)

and (ES) are the energy producers and the energy source compart-

ment, respectively (Kotecha et al. 2012)
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et al. 2012). When considering different scenarios like

human population explosion, and per capita consumption

increase, the system mass compartments including human

compartment starts to disappear for the scenario of per

capita consumption. We recently used a multi-variable

optimal control to design long-term socio-economic poli-

cies for making this system sustainable (Doshi et al. 2015).

Figure 14 shows the optimal control profiles for six socio-

economic policy parameters which makes the planet sus-

tainable for additional 150 years. However, it is clear from

the Fig. 14 that to achieve sustainability we need to make

drastic changes in socio-economic policies which may not

be possible. Thus, optimal control methods can provide

solutions for long-term sustainability but implementing

these changes can be a difficult problem. Further, these

systems encounter several static and dynamic uncertainties

which need to be considered.

Decision analysis approach

The decision analysis approach commonly used for sus-

tainability analysis is the method of multi-criteria decision

analysis (MCDA) (Dorini et al. 2011). Unlike optimization

methods, in decision analysis, the preferences of the stake

holders (objectives) are expressed in terms of ranks and not

in the form of a mathematical function. These methods are

often useful when detailed mathematical models are not

available. MCDA methods differ in the way the

preferences are handled. Some of the commonly used

methods are (1) the Analytical Hierarchy Process (Saaty

1980); (2) Compromise Programming (Zeleny 1973);

PROMETHEE-Preference Ranking Organisation METHod

for Enrichment Evaluations (Brans and Vincke 1985); (4)

TOPSIS-Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to

Ideal Solutions (Hwang and Yoon 1981); (5) Partial oder

ranking-Hasse diagram technique (Halfon and Reggiani

1986); (6) Formal Concept Analysis (Wille 1982); and (7)

ELECTRERE (I,II,III,IV, and TRI) series methods (Roy

1968).

Uncertainties in decision analysis can be handled using

fuzzy logic, probabilistic sampling, or mental models.

Agent-based scenario (ABSA) analysis

Agent-based modeling (ABM) is a simulation approach that

has gained considerable attention in recent years for the

modeling of industrial networks (Petrie et al. 2013). Such

models depict the evolution of systems through a set of rules

which describe the behavior and interactions of heteroge-

neous agents operating within a particular system. The

agents in ABM are autonomous and their behavior can be

described using set of rules. The rules by which individual

agents decide to act may vary, and range from very simple

to complex. ABM can include adaptive learning, a useful

approach for sustainability in general and for industrial

networks in particular. In ABSA, the agent-based modeling

Fig. 14 Optimal control

profiles of socio-economic

parameters for sustainability

(Doshi et al. 2015)
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is coupled with scenario generated based on mental models

of uncertainties described earlier to analyze the system. For

details of this approach, please refer to Petrie et al. (2013).

ABSA involves four steps. Firstly, different mental

models employed by individual organizations to describe

uncertainty in their external environment (and informed by

different ‘‘context scenarios’’) have to be identified. Se-

condly, these mental models have to be developed further

into a set of explicit cognitive processes to support the de-

cision making of individual organizations. Thirdly, these

cognitive processes need to be implemented within a de-

fensible decision support framework which brings together

the full spectrum of learning processes and dynamic be-

haviors which can take place within an industrial network—

from simple adjustment of business practices for any indi-

vidual organization, to the development and growth of in-

stitutional behaviors across the network as a whole. Finally,

the worth of scientific interventions needs to be assessed

within a multi-criteria analysis [11]. This last step in ABSA

can be carried out using multi-objective optimization

methods or multi-criteria decision analysis methods de-

scribed earlier.

Summary

In this perspective, I tried to analyze challenges for systems

analysis approach for sustainability. Sustainable manufac-

turing involves extending boundaries of traditional design

and modeling framework to include multiple objectives

and starting as early as possible. Uncertainties increase as

the modeling envelop is expanded. Industrial ecology

broadens this framework to industrial networks level and

time-dependent uncertainties come in picture. Adaptive

management is a key to sustainability at this level. Mental

models for uncertainty analysis are useful. Sustainability

goes beyond industrial ecology and the boundary extends

to our planet. Time scale for decision making extends

significantly and forecasting decisions is very important.

This poses challenges like modeling phenomena, modeling

uncertainties, time-dependent decision making, defining

objectives, and forecasting decisions. Although, system

analysis approaches provide methods and tools for decision

making for sustainability, implementing these decisions

which has long-term impact is an onerous task.
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